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Short Story of the Month Reading Literature
Pre-Assessment

About the Grade 8 Pre-Assessment for Reading Literature
Digital Slides (make a copy to share with students):
LINK OMITTED IN PREVIEW FILE

This exam was designed to serve two purposes – to assess the various terms, concepts, and skills your students 
have learned this year (See Parts 1 and 2) as well as assess their ability to answer Common Core Assessment-
Style questions (See Parts 3-4). 

This assessment also aligns directly with my Short Story of the Month Club, Grade 8 Short Story Unit 
Collection, but you can absolutely use it even if you haven’t used these short story units. You’ll notice that the 
terms come from mini-lessons included with various stories and the style of questions is the same that they’ve 
seen monthly on the unit comprehension skills tests.

Because RL.8.7 requires students analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of a story 
stays faithful to or departs from the text, I have included a movie clip that must be played for 
students to answer questions 82-86.

If you do not wish to show the video clip during the exam, simply omit the last page and only give 
students the portion of the exam up to question 81.

I have included two versions of this exam to help you differentiate for students with testing modifications.

Version 1: Regular Version
Version 2: Modified Version, no more than 5 options for literary term definitions, and no more than 2 options 
for multiple choice questions

Version 1 Samples Version 2 Samples



Question Type Samples

Part 1: Content Knowledge 
55 questions

Part 2: Application
Includes full story text
9 questions 

Parts 3-4: Analysis
+ Compare:
Includes short 
movie clip
22 questions
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Passage Included: The Cop and the Anthem (adapted version)
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Specific Standards Identified in Key (GREEN) 
for Each Question!
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Story 1/5

therefore he moved restlessly on his seat.

Soapy's hopes for the winter were not very high. He was not thinking of sailing away on a ship. He 
was not thinking of southern skies, or of the Bay of Naples. Three months in the prison on Blackwell's 
Island was what he wanted. Three months of food every day and a bed every night. Three months safe 
from the cold north wind and safe from cops. This seemed to Soapy the most desirable thing in the 
world.

For years Blackwell's Island had been his winter home. Richer New Yorkers made their large plans 
to go to Florida or to the shore of the Mediterranean Sea each winter. Soapy made his small plans for 
going to the Island.

And now the time had come. Three big newspapers, some under his coat and some over his legs, 
had not kept him warm during the night in the park. So Soapy was thinking of the Island.

There were places in the city where he could go and ask for food and a bed. These would be given 
to him. He could move from one building to another, and he would be taken care of through the 
winter. But he liked Blackwell's Island better.

Soapy's spirit was proud. If he went to any of these places, there were certain things he had to do. If 
not in coin you must pay in humiliation for every benefit received at the hands of philanthropy. They 
would not ask him for money. But they would make him wash his whole body. They would make him 
answer questions; they would want to know everything about his life. 

No. Prison was better than that. The prison had rules that he would have to follow. But in prison a 
gentleman's own life was still his own life.

The Cop and the Anthem
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O. Henry

Soapy moved restlessly on his bench in 
Madison Square. There are certain signs to show 
that winter is coming. Birds begin to fly south. 
Women who want nice new warm coats become 
very kind to their husbands. And Soapy moves 
uneasily on his seat in the park. When you see 
these signs, you know that winter is near.

A dead leaf fell at Soapy's feet. That was Jack 
Frost’s calling card, a special sign for him that 
winter was coming. It was time for all who lived 
in Madison Square to prepare.

Soapy's mind now realized the fact. The time 
had come. He had to find some way to take care 
of himself during the cold weather. And
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65. Read the first paragraph in the story. Which word below best describes the mood?
a. morbid c.      unsettled
b. depressed d.      creepy

66. Which group of words below, taken from the first paragraph in the story, is most helpful in 
determining the mood?

a. winter, coming, seat c.      nice, kind, park
b. certain, birds, coats d.     restlessly, signs, uneasily

67. What foils Soapy’s first attempt at getting himself arrested?
a. The waiter did not call the police. c.      Soapy was thrown out of the restaurant.
b. A woman feels sorry for Soapy. d.     The cop didn’t believe Soapy.

68. Why doesn’t Soapy stay at a homeless shelter during the winter?
a. The shelters were often too full during the harshest winter months.
b. Only women and children were accepted at the shelter.
c. There were no homeless shelters in New York City.
d. Soapy did not want to receive charity.

69. Considering your answer to the previous question, what does this reveal about the character of 
Soapy? 

a. Soapy has a mental disorder and probably should be in a mental hospital.
b. Soapy still has his dignity and is not willing to sacrifice it.
c. Soapy does not trust strangers.
d. Soapy struggles to communicate effectively with others.

70. What was the author’s main purpose in the first paragraph of the story?
a. to establish the setting c.     to develop the plot
b. to characterize the protagonist d.     to introduce the conflict

71. Which character traits best describe Soapy in the story?
a. proud and determined c.      lonely and depressed
b. scandalous and tricky d.     quiet and thoughtful

72. Which excerpt below most strongly supports your answer to the previous question? 
a. Richer New Yorkers made their large plans to go to Florida or to the shore of the 

Mediterranean Sea each winter. Soapy made his small plans for going to the Island.
b. He could move from one building to another, and he would be taken care of through the 

winter.
c. Soapy's hopes for the winter were not very high.
d. And also in a moment his heart answered this change in his soul. He would fight to change 

his life. He would pull himself up, out of the mud. 

Pre-Assessment Part 3: Analysis “The Cop and the Anthem”
Read “The Cop and the Anthem” by O. Henry and choose the best answer for each question. Use the text to help you 
answer these questions.

V.1
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65. Read the first paragraph in the story. Which word below best describes the mood?
a. morbid c.      unsettled
b. depressed d.      creepy

66. Which group of words below, taken from the first paragraph in the story, is most helpful in 
determining the mood?

a. winter, coming, seat c.      nice, kind, park
b. certain, birds, coats d.     restlessly, signs, uneasily

67. What foils Soapy’s first attempt at getting himself arrested?
a. The waiter did not call the police. c.      Soapy was thrown out of the restaurant.
b. A woman feels sorry for Soapy. d.     The cop didn’t believe Soapy.

68. Why doesn’t Soapy stay at a homeless shelter during the winter?
a. The shelters were often too full during the harshest winter months.
b. Only women and children were accepted at the shelter.
c. There were no homeless shelters in New York City.
d. Soapy did not want to receive charity.

69. Considering your answer to the previous question, what does this reveal about the character of 
Soapy? 

a. Soapy has a mental disorder and probably should be in a mental hospital.
b. Soapy still has his dignity and is not willing to sacrifice it.
c. Soapy does not trust strangers.
d. Soapy struggles to communicate effectively with others.

70. What was the author’s main purpose in the first paragraph of the story?
a. to establish the setting c.     to develop the plot
b. to characterize the protagonist d.     to introduce the conflict

71. Which character traits best describe Soapy in the story?
a. proud and determined c.      lonely and depressed
b. scandalous and tricky d.     quiet and thoughtful

72. Which excerpt below most strongly supports your answer to the previous question? 
a. Richer New Yorkers made their large plans to go to Florida or to the shore of the 

Mediterranean Sea each winter. Soapy made his small plans for going to the Island.
b. He could move from one building to another, and he would be taken care of through the 

winter.
c. Soapy's hopes for the winter were not very high.
d. And also in a moment his heart answered this change in his soul. He would fight to change 

his life. He would pull himself up, out of the mud. 

Pre-Assessment Part 3: Analysis “The Cop and the Anthem”
Read “The Cop and the Anthem” by O. Henry and choose the best answer for each question. Use the text to help you 
answer these questions.
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65. Read the first paragraph in the story. Which word below best describes the mood?
a. unsettled
b. depressed

66. Which group of words below, taken from the first paragraph in the story, is most helpful in 
determining the mood?

a. winter, coming, seat
b. restlessly, signs, uneasily

67. What foils Soapy’s first attempt at getting himself arrested?
a. The waiter did not call the police.
b. Soapy was thrown out of the restaurant.

68. Why doesn’t Soapy stay at a homeless shelter during the winter?
a. Soapy did not want to receive charity.
b. The shelters were often too full during the harshest winter months.

69. Considering your answer to the previous question, what does this reveal about the 
character of Soapy? 

a. Soapy still has his dignity and is not willing to sacrifice it.
b. Soapy struggles to communicate effectively with others.

70. What was the author’s main purpose in the first paragraph of the story?
a. to characterize the protagonist
b. to establish the setting

71. Which character traits best describe Soapy in the story?
a. proud and determined
b. scandalous and tricky

72. Which excerpt below most strongly supports your answer to the previous question? 
a. He could move from one building to another, and he would be taken care of 

through the winter.
b. And also in a moment his heart answered this change in his soul. He would fight to 

change his life. He would pull himself up, out of the mud. 

Pre-Assessment Part 3: Analysis “The Cop and the Anthem”
Read “The Cop and the Anthem” by O. Henry and choose the best answer for each question. Use the 
text to help you answer these questions.
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65. Read the first paragraph in the story. Which word below best describes the mood?
a. unsettled
b. depressed

66. Which group of words below, taken from the first paragraph in the story, is most helpful in 
determining the mood?

a. winter, coming, seat
b. restlessly, signs, uneasily

67. What foils Soapy’s first attempt at getting himself arrested?
a. The waiter did not call the police.
b. Soapy was thrown out of the restaurant.

68. Why doesn’t Soapy stay at a homeless shelter during the winter?
a. Soapy did not want to receive charity.
b. The shelters were often too full during the harshest winter months.

69. Considering your answer to the previous question, what does this reveal about the 
character of Soapy? 

a. Soapy still has his dignity and is not willing to sacrifice it.
b. Soapy struggles to communicate effectively with others.

70. What was the author’s main purpose in the first paragraph of the story?
a. to characterize the protagonist
b. to establish the setting

71. Which character traits best describe Soapy in the story?
a. proud and determined
b. scandalous and tricky

72. Which excerpt below most strongly supports your answer to the previous question? 
a. He could move from one building to another, and he would be taken care of 

through the winter.
b. And also in a moment his heart answered this change in his soul. He would fight to 

change his life. He would pull himself up, out of the mud. 

Pre-Assessment Part 3: Analysis “The Cop and the Anthem”
Read “The Cop and the Anthem” by O. Henry and choose the best answer for each question. Use the 
text to help you answer these questions.
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